Introduction
Aeroelastic phenomena result from the interaction of elastic, inertial, and aerodynamic loads on aeronautical structures. When elastic bodies are exposed to airstream, structural deformations induce additional aerodynamic forces and these forces produce additional structural deformations, which again will induce greater aerodynamic forces. This interaction may lead to aeroelastic instabilities such as flutter, for example see Försching (1979) . After World War II the increase in flight speed and structural modifications made aeroelastic problems more significant. The changes and historical evolution of aeroelasticity through out the history are described in Ashley (1970) , Collar (1959) , Garrick and Reed (1981) , and Garrick (1976) . 1 Flutter is one of the most representative topics of aeroelasticity. Flutter is a complex phenomenon where structural modes are simultaneously coupled and excited by aerodynamic loads. In a more formal way, flutter is the condition where an aircraft component exhibits a self-sustained oscillatory behaviour at speeds higher than the critical one (Wright, 1991) . In general, flutter occurs on lifting surfaces submitted to large aerodynamic loads, such as wings and tails.
Flight flutter testing (Kehoe, 1995) is a very important part in the certification of an aircraft. During these time consuming and high cost tests the flight envelope must be expanded safely in order to show that the aircraft is flutter free throughout the desired conditions. The procedure is made up of three stages (Cooper and Crowther, 1999) : 1 The aircraft is excited in some manner and responses are measured at some speed; 2 Flutter parameters are estimated using system identification methods; 3 A decision is made to proceed to the next flight test point or not.
The main task of these flight tests is to predict stability at the next test speed with confidence, allowed by estimating aeroelastic parameters (stage two). The development of methods to accurately predict the speed related to the flutter onset from the measured test data, or any other aeroelastic instability, is an important way to increase the safety and even to reduce costs of these tests (Lind, 2003) . Several methods have been developed in order to achieve this objective. In general, these methods are developed and tested using data from simulations, but evaluations which include data from flight testing must be done before an approach can reliably be used for an envelope expansion.
Some methods have been shown to be theoretically valid to predict flutter speeds, for instance, those on extrapolating damping trends as described by Kehoe (1995) . The envelope function developed by Emmett and Wright (1993) is another method. This function is based on the assumption that the impulse response function contains information about the overall stability of the system. Similarly, a discrete-time autoregressive moving average model (ARMA) uses the Jury Stability criterion and also considers the overall stability of the system (Torii and Matsuzaki, 2001) . Another method is the Zimmerman-Weissenburger flutter margin method, where the Routh stability criterion should be used instead of a damping tracking (Zimmerman and Weissenburger, 1964) . The flutterometer is an on-line model-based tool used to predict flutter margins developed by Lind and Brenner (2000) . This tool uses experimental data and theoretical models to predict the flutter onset.
The ability of the aforementioned methods to predict flutter parameters from flight tests is evaluated by Lind (2003) . The flight tests were performed using a F-15 as a host carrier for an aerostructure test wing (ATW). This ATW is not a complete aircraft, but it is a realistic wing and the envelope could be expanded during the flight tests to a point at which its flutter speed would be achieved. As the true flutter speed is known, it can be used to evaluate the predicted flutter speeds. The results obtained from these evaluations indicate the strengths and weaknesses of each method in different conditions. For example, the data-based methods are unable to predict flutter speed accurately using data from low-speed tests, but converge to a good solution as the airspeed is increased. However, the model-based flutterometer is conservative using data from low-speed tests, but predictions remain conservative and do not converge to the true flutter speed using data from high-speed tests. These facts suggest that a more efficient flight-test program for envelope expansion could be formulated with the combination of various identification approaches.
In this paper, an approach based on the identification of flutter parameters, namely frequency and damping, using the Extended Eigensystem Realization Algorithm (EERA) is presented. The identification of these flutter parameters is done analysing data from wind tunnel tests. The wind tunnel tests are performed with a flexible mounting system designed to the achievement of twodegree-of-freedom flutter when associated with a rigid wing model. The wind-off characteristics and aeroelastic characteristics of this experimental system have been extensively determined through finite element simulations, experimental modal analysis and wind tunnel tests (De Marqui Jr et al., 2004) . Thus, this well-known experimental system can be used to predict flutter velocity using the EERA method.
The EERA method is a modified form of a Eigensystem Realization Algorithm (ERA), which is a time domain algorithm that can indentify the modes simultaneously (Juang, 1994) . The EERA calculates the modal parameters by manipulating the block Hankel matrices from both input and output time histories (Tasker; Bosse and Fisher, 1998) . The development of these subspace identification methods is motivated by difficulties in estimating modal parameters for multiple-input multiple-output vibratory systems. During the last few years subspace methods have attracted attention in the field of system identification, because they are essentially non-iterative and fast (Favoreel et al., 1999) . Therefore, no convergence problems arise and since the subspace methods are only based on stable techniques of linear algebra, they are also numerically robust. These methods accomplish substantial filtering of the data using eigenvalue or singular value decomposition and are particularly effective when there are closely spaced modes. In essence, the data are separated into orthogonal signal and null subspaces, either of which may be used to estimate the modal parameters (Tasker; Bosse and Fisher, 1998) . 
Physical Model
The physical model is a rigid rectangular wing with a NACA 0012 airfoil section associated with a flexible mounting system. The flexible mounting system provides a well-defined two-degree-offreedom dynamic system in which the rigid wing will encounter flutter. Side and perspective views of the flutter mounting system are presented in Fig. 1 . The flutter mounting system consists of a moving plate supported by a system of four circular rods and a centred flat-plate strut, similar to the system developed in Dansberry et al. (1993) .
The rods and the flat-plate provide the elastic constraints and the rigid wing model fixed in the moving plate will oscillate in a twodegree-of-freedom mode, that is, pitch and plunge, when flutter is The wind-off characteristics of the flutter mounting system are strongly influenced by the dimensions of the flat-plate strut, the rods and the mass of the moving plate and wing model. Modifications in the length and cross section of the flat plate strut and rods modify the frequencies and mode shapes of the flexible mounting system. Weights can be added to decouple the pitch and plunge modes by moving the centre of gravity of the flexible mounting and wing model to the system elastic axis. The system elastic axis is located in the vertical centreline of the flat plate strut and centre of the moving plate. The four rods also assure a parallel pitch and plunge displacement relative to the wind tunnel wall.
To design the flexible system, a Finite Element Model was developed using the software Ansysâ. Two types of elements were used: Beam 4 and Shell 63, for the rods and flat plate strut, respectively. The cantilever boundary condition was adopted for the flexible mount system at the rods and flat plate strut base. The dimensions and dynamic characteristics of the experimental system obtained from the FEM were modified until the aeroelastic behaviour of this system could be adjusted to the available wind tunnel. The aeroelastic behaviour of this system was simulated with a mathematical model described in De Marqui Jr, Belo and Marques (2005) .
After the experimental apparatus design and construction, an experimental modal analysis was performed to verify the natural frequencies and modes prior to any wind tunnel flutter test. In this test, frequencies below 25 Hz were investigated and the wing control surface was locked. Measurement points are located at the flat-plate strut, because it provides the elastic constraints to the system. The Eigensystem Realization Algorithm (ERA) modified by Tsunaki (1999) is employed to identify the mode shapes and frequencies from the experimental data. The most significant natural frequencies are listed in Tab. 1. Rods and chordwise modes were not investigated in this modal analysis. Table 1 shows first bending and first torsion modes well defined and it also shows the third mode higher than those. Theoretically, this condition assures a two-degree-of-freedom system during the wind tunnel tests, higher modes will not be significantly excited during wind tunnel tests (Dansberry et al., 1993) . Details on the flexible mounting system design procedure and more results can be found in De Marqui Jr et al. (2004) .
The modal analysis takes into account only the structural aspects of the flutter problem. Obviously the interaction of these characteristics with the aerodynamic ones has to be considered in the flutter analysis. Aerodynamic forces and moments, lift and pitch moment in the case of this study, will be exciting the modes involved in the classical bending-torsion flutter. As a consequence, the elastic characteristics of the structure and the resulting aerodynamic restoring loads, responsible for aerodynamic damping when no mechanical friction is assumed and caused by the upwash induced by the wake vortices, will be reacting and dissipating energy to the airstream. When the critical speed is achieved, the aerodynamic damping vanishes because the aerodynamic restoring forces loose their dissipative characteristics and the self-sustained oscillatory behaviour is verified. The experimental system, wing associated with the mounting system, is instrumented with two strain gauges and three accelerometers, as it can be seen in The strain gauges are located in the centreline of the flat plate strut in a maximum strain position determined from the finite element analyses. One strain gauge (Kiowa KFG-5120C123) is calibrated to measure plunge displacements and the other (Kiowa KFC-2D211) is calibrated to measure pitch angles.
A brushless electrical motor (Thompson BLD-2315B10200) installed in the lower surface of the moving plate (cf. Fig. 1 ) is used to drive the trailing edge flap. The flap is connected to the motor by a shaft. The electrical motor has an encoder that is used to measure the actual angular position of the flap. A PID controller was tuned to assure the correct control of the trailing edge flap position by the motor.
Extended Eigensystem Realization Algorithm -EERA
Any linear time-invariant dynamic system with n degree-offreedom can be modelled by the following discrete time state space equations:
where x(k) is the 2n dimensional state vector at the k th sample instant, u(k) is the r dimensional input vector, r is the number of external excitations, y(k) is the m dimensional response vector, m is the number of output or response of the system, A d is the 2n × 2n system matrix, B d is the 2n × r input matrix, C d is the m × 2n output matrix, and D d is the m × r direct transmission matrix.
The identification procedure using the EERA consists in the determination of the system matrix A d from the inputs and outputs time history. Features related to flutter, namely frequencies and damping, can be estimated using the system matrix A d . The identification of the system matrix A d using the EERA method is described by the following procedure based on the theory presented by Tasker; Bosse and Fischer (1998) .
The block Hankel matrices of inputs (U) and outputs (Y) can be obtained directly from the input and output time (Overschee and De Moor, 1996) ( ) ( where, M and N are the number of samples in a time window that will be used during the identification process.
One can verify that the block Hankel matrix of outputs are represented as described in Verhaegen and Dewilde (1992) ,
where Γ Γ Γ Γ is an extended observability matrix, Xis a matrix of the state sequence, and G is a block Toeplitz matrix of Markov parameters or impulse response, that is.,
By definition, the orthogonal matrix can be written as (Van Overschee and De Moor, 1996) ,
Post-multiplying Eq. (3) by the right and left terms of Eq. (5), respectively, and using the definition of orthogonality, the following expression can be obtained,
Applying the singular value decomposition to
where R (mM × can be obtained from Eq. (7) given:
while,
At this point, a shifted form of the block Hankel matrix of the output, or response, can be introduced as: 
The dimensions of this new matrix are connected to the length of output time history vector (number of samples in a time window) that will be used during the identification process. However, this window must be advanced one or more steps in time.
In way similar to the Eq. (3), it follows:
where Γ Γ Γ Γ s and G s are shifted versions of extended observability matrix and block Toeplitz matrix of Markov parameters, respectively:
,and
Following the same derivation used for Eq. (6), it is then possible to obtain: 
Substituting Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) 
At this stage, a criterion to determine the number of necessary singular values can be stipulated. This number can be modified according to the difficulties involved in the identification process. This number will establish the dimension of the identified model and it must be modified during the identification problem. Considering that the number of singular values is determined as 2n, the singular values matrix can be represented as:
The, the matrices can be conveniently written as
where, R 2n contains the first 2n columns of R and S 2n contains the first 2n columns of S. The matrices R 2n and S 2n satisfy the following relation:
By using the relations in Eq. (17) to the singular value decomposition problem, it results:
and (Watkins, 1991) , it follows:
Considering that 
Equation (24) can be compared with Eq. (13) and, then, the system matrix can be assessed as follows:
The system matrix A d is a minimum realization of the system. The dimension of this matrix is 2n and it also determines the dimension of the identified system. This realization can be transformed to state equations in modal coordinates and natural frequencies and damping can be obtained by calculating the eigenvalues. The above expression differs from the ERA expression only by the presence of the input term. When the responses are due to impulsive inputs, the expression is identical to the expressions observed in ERA (Juang, 1994) . Figure 2 shows a simplified scheme of the data acquisition system. The gains in the computational system are used to convert the measured signals to the necessary physical units, mV to m/s 2 or rad/s 2 for the accelerometers and mV to m or rad for the strain gauges. The encoder of the electrical motor used to drive the trailing edge flap has 1000 lines. Therefore, a resolution of 0.36 degrees can be achieved in the measurements of the trailing edge position. During the experiments, an acquisition rate of 1000 samples per second is employed. In the first experimental test, the verification of the critical flutter velocity is performed. The wind tunnel velocity is gradually increased and the pitch and plunge signals measured using the dSPACE  system. The wind tunnel velocity is obtained from the pressure measurements performed with a static pitot tube associated with a Betz manometer, a barometer and a temperature sensor installed on the test chamber. Flutter is observed at the critical flow velocity of 25 m/s, when the oscillatory behaviour is measured. Figure 3 presents the pitch and plunge signals, respectively, measured during the experiments. One of the characteristics of the flutter phenomenon is the coupling of the modes involved in the phenomenon i.e., pitch and plunge in the case. This condition is verified in Fig. 4 , where the time domain signals presented in Fig. 3 are presented in terms of their frequency content. This test shows the system behaviour only at the critical velocity. But some dynamical characteristics change with increasing wind tunnel flow velocity. In order to verify these changes other tests are performed. Basically, frequency response functions are obtained in several velocities showing the evolution of first bending and torsion modes with increasing speed. The input signal considered during these tests is the trailing edge position and the output signal is the acceleration measured in the wing trailing edge.
Experimental Flutter Verification
A B&K dual channel digital spectrum analyser type 2032 is employed to obtain the frequency responses. These responses are obtained from the wind tunnel off condition up to velocities as near as possible of the critical one. The signal input is a white noise generated in the dSPACE  system and sent to the trailing edge flap.
This signal and the acceleration are processed in the spectrum analyser. This procedure is repeated for all intermediate test velocities.
In Fig. 5 , one can verify the evolution of the modes with increasing wind tunnel velocity. The frequency response obtained at zero velocity presents peaks relative to first bending and torsion modes well-defined and the same natural frequencies obtained during the EMA, as expected. In the last frequency response, measured near to the critical velocity, one can verify the tendency of coupling between the modes involved in flutter. This coupling tends to occur at frequency about 1.6 Hz, confirming the result observed in Fig. 4 .
In the frequency responses obtained in intermediate velocities, the variations in pitch and plunge frequencies can be observed. Also, it is clear that the peaks of pitch and plunge modes are not so sharp as the peaks of the frequency response at zero velocity. This fact can be seen as the effect of fluid structure interaction on damping increase. This tendency is expected until velocities near the critical one, when the damping is expected to vanish and flutter occurs. 
Identification Results
The Extended Eigensystem Realization Algorithm (EERA) is employed to quantify the variation of frequencies and damping values with wind tunnel increasing velocity relative to the modes involved in flutter. By inspecting the damping evolution with airspeed variation using EERA one can predict when flutter is expected to occur. The data used in the identification process are acquired during the aeroelastic tests performed to obtain the frequency response function previously described in this paper. Simultaneously to the frequency domain tests, the input signal (trailing edge flap motion) and the signal measured by the strain gauges (pitch and plunge displacements) were captured in time domain using the dSPACE ® acquisition system. Figures 6 to 8 show examples of input and output signals measured during one of the wind tunnel tests. In Fig. 6 the flap deflection in degrees is depicted. It represents a randomly generated (uniform distribution) signal to the flap angle in order to work as an excitation to the aeroelastic system. Both plunge and pitch responses, with respect to the flap motion (see Fig. 6 ), are shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. The identification process was performed after the acquisition of input and outputs time domain data. The dimensions of the block Hankel matrices of inputs and outputs (M and N=2M) and the number of singular values (2n) to be considered were modified for each identification performed for each flow velocity. This variation can be explained by the difficulties involved in the identification of parameters using data acquired at higher wind tunnel velocities, when modes are getting coupled.
The final results obtained in the identification process can be observed in Fig. 9 . The evolution with airspeed of pitch and plunge frequencies and damping factors are shown. It can be seen that flutter can be predicted at an airspeed near 25 m/s, in accordance with the experimental results (see previous section). For each test the frequency and damping factor for both pitch and plunge motions are obtained in terms their average values for a variety of identification parameters leading to different identified system state matrices. In Fig. 9 the cloud of points is related to the variation of the identified parameters and the curves represent the average values for frequency and damping. For the frequency calculations, one can observe that the EERA method was able to provide good prediction for a variety of identification parameters. Nonetheless, for the damping factor identification the values per airspeed were more disperse. The damping values for pitch mode seems lesser disperse than those for plunge mode. The reasons for that are still not determined, and it must be object for ongoing investigation on flutter prediction with EERA. Although these results may be poorer than those for the frequency, the average damping values show curves that are consistent with the physics of the classical 2D flutter. While pitch (torsion) mode leads to flutter, the plunge (bending) mode goes towards over-damping. 
Conclusions
The experimental aeroelastic test in wind tunnel has been used for the identification of flutter parameters. Wind tunnel tests have been performed for flutter characterization and the phenomenon could be observed in the time and frequency domains. In the time domain results the self-sustained oscillatory behaviour of flutter was shown. In the frequency domain responses the evolution of the modes with wind tunnel increasing velocity was also observed. At the critical velocity, the coupling tendency could be clearly demonstrated. The variations in pitch and plunge damping could be obtained just in a qualitative way in these tests.
In order to quantify the evolution of pitch and plunge modes with increasing velocity an identification method was applied. The Extended Eigensystem Realization Algorithm was employed using the input and output data obtained, in the time domain, during the tests performed for flutter characterization. This method was employed on the identification of flutter parameters in order to verify its performance in terms of velocity and possible numerical problems during the process. The use of EERA can be said to be appropriate considering the coherence between the results obtained with this identification method and the results obtained in previous wind tunnel tests. Some difficulties have occurred in the identification of damping factor values, in particular, for the plunge mode. Further investigations on why such problems occur are necessary, and are ongoing.
Even considering that the identification process presented in this work is an off-line one, the results obtained up to now indicate that the on-line identification of flutter parameters during wind tunnel tests can be explored. The development of an adaptive control system obtained with the association of the on-line identification method and a control law for flutter suppression can be achievable in further research.
